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Once a convict enclave and now one of the most liveable cities on earth, Sydney offers the wealth
of intriguing history. Its journey from past to present has bewildered the masses and its legendary
remnants mirror the glorious bygone era. Millions of historical buffs make way to Sydney for
reminiscing on the good old days. Here are some of the city's best bets that make tickets to Sydney,
a revered commodity among travellers having penchant for history.    

Anzac War Memorial

Built as a memorial to the Australian Imperial Force of World War I, Anzac War Memorial makes for
an apposite site to begin the heritage tour of Sydney. The prominent commemorative military
monument is located in the southern-side of Hyde Park at the eastern side of CBD. The building of
the memorial has Art Deco style and the interior features a domed ceiling intricately highlighted with
over 120,000 gold stars. Bronze sculptures of soldiers, carved by renowned sculptor - Rayner Hoff,
comprise the primary attraction of the interior of memorial. 

Art Gallery of New South Wales

Shining in the open space of The Domain and a red hot destination among holidaymakers grabbing
air tickets to Sydney, Art Gallery of New South Wales is the foremost gallery amongst other public
galleries in Sydney. Countless works of Australian, European and Asian art are the attention
grabbing features in gallery. The fourth largest gallery in Australia boasts the celebrated artworks of
eminent artists like John Glover, Rupert Bunn and Sir Edward John Poynter.

Australian Museum

Located in College Street of Sydney, Australian Museum is revered as the oldest museum in
Australia. The spectacular museum is a must-see attraction and is visited by almost every traveller
who books air tickets to Sydney. The museum houses the stupefying collection of natural history
and anthropology. One can also catch sight of vast array of vertebrates, invertebrate, zoology,
mineralogy and palaeontology. Some of the popular attractions of the museum are Ichthyology
Collection, Mammalogy Collection, Ornithology Collection and Palorchestes - A tale of
misidentification.

The Rocks

Head to The Rocks and open the pages of Sydneyâ€™s past!! It is the oldest area in the city that still
exudes the grace of bygone days. Even after a slight renovation, the precinct still retains the old-
world charm and boasts several historic edifices. The Rocks is located at the foot of well-known
landmark, Sydney Harbour Bridge. No doubt, the sight of this fascinating truly pays off for the
money spent on airline tickets to Sydney. Visit The Rocks Discovery Museum and explore the
spellbinding history of the city.

Museum of Sydney

Built on the historical location of the first Government House, the Museum of Sydney is the best way
to unravel the culture and lifestyle of the people of Sydney. Home to countless objects, captivating
pictures and new-fangled digital media techniques, the museum makes the apt place for
edutainment. It is absolutely must for a visitor to encounter the Edge of the Trees Sculpture, placed
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at the right-hand-side of the forecourt.
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